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Q: Do I have to rewrite my code? I have this code (jQuery) that works for a while and then crashes. I'm not an expert, but I'm pretty sure this one is no rocket science but I have absolutely no idea what happens and why it doesn't run. This code: $('#commentForm').submit(function(e) { e.preventDefault(); var text =
$('#commentForm textarea').val(); var comment = (text? text : false); if (!comment) { alert("You must type a comment first!"); return false; } $('#commentForm').hide(); $('#commentForm submit').show(); }); Does anyone have any idea what I'm doing wrong? Thanks. A: I see that you're attaching a submit event

handler to the form, but you're preventing the default behaviour of submit (to go into the form and send it). In order to receive that function as usual: take the e variable which is already available. prevent the default behaviour: e.preventDefault(); You also need to take care about that you remove the events from the
elements if you wish that the form don't "animate" when clicking again. In this case you'll need to remove the click event: $('#commentForm').click(function(e) { e.preventDefault(); var text = $('#commentForm textarea').val(); var comment = (text? text : false); if (!comment) { alert("You must type a comment

first!"); return false; } $('#commentForm').hide(); $('#commentForm submit').show(); $(this).unbind('click'); // you only need this if you set it to the form return false; }); I don't know if you want to unbind also the submit event, in order to leave just the click event Turkish
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A: Basically, there is a missing? in the serial code causing the php execution to fail. You can safely change the code to return a random string of
random length, while ensuring that the code will only ever return a unique string. It's possible that someone out there has already generated the

same error message as you, and it's possible that the string will still be unique within the lifetime of the website, but you have to take that chance,
for example: if (strlen($serialnumber) 1) { if (random_int(1, 100) == 1) { $serialnumber = substr($serialnumber, 0, rand(4,

strlen($serialnumber)-4)); } else { $serialnumber = substr($serialnumber, 0, 1). $serialnumber; } } Determinants of longitudinal changes in the
prevalence of smoking in midlife. To assess the effects of smoking determinants on longitudinal changes in the prevalence of smoking. Subjects
were from the 1970s Australian Longitudinal Study on Women's Health, n = 5056. Recent quitters were compared with continuing smokers on
concurrent and earlier smoking determinants, and intertemporal change in determinants between the ages of 40 and 50 years. Subjects who

reported recent cessation had fewer cigarettes per day [odds ratio (OR): 0.97; 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.94-0.99] and smoked less cigarettes
in the past [standardised coefficient beta: -0.24; 95% CI: -0.39 to -0.09]. Controlling for current cigarette consumption, quitting reduced the odds of

smoking per day, but not of smoking per week or month. Reduced odds of smoking per day were reported by recent quitters when rates of
cessation decreased between the ages of 40 and 50 years (OR: 0.91; 95% CI: 0.89-0.92) but not when rates of cessation increased between the

ages of 40 and 50 years (OR: 0.96; 95% CI: 0.91-1.00). Reduced odds of smoking per week were reported by recent quitters when rates of
cessation decreased (standardised coefficient beta: -0.20; 95% CI: -0.33 to -0.07) and e79caf774b
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Any help? A: I think the problem is that you have the wrong line in your batch file. The "&" is used to create a new process, and the "^" is used to specify a new line. This should work: set num=0 for /f "tokens=1* delims==" %%a in ('findstr /n "^" D:\Xcode_6.3.2\Libraries\libzebra.txt') do set "num=%%a" echo $num^
echo $num^ Hope this helps! field excitation. The model assumes a low level of sensor noise which results from its built-in averaging and noise reduction circuitry. The results are compared with a neural response measured by a pyramidal neuron, obtained by laser scanning microscopy. The results have revealed that
the more complicated neural response is much lower than the simpler model response, which is shown to predict neural response accurately for the example studied. The model can also be extended to take into account temperature dependence of the TMR decay, which affects the decay time of the spin transfer to
the MNP, as shown in Equation [26](#Equ26){ref-type=""}. The TMR is given by Equation [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} and the spin transfer by Equation [25](#Equ25){ref-type=""}. Note that the sensor field strength should be multiplied by the field in Equation [16](#Equ16){ref-type=""} for the spin transfer. When the
MNP is far from the sensor, the field is simply given by Equation [15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}. The interaction in this case can be described as follows. The decay rate of the sensor field is given by Equation [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} and the decay rate of the MNP field by Equation [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}. Note that the

MNP field is multiplied by *N*~s~ in the direction from the sensor to the MNP. The decay rates of the excitation fields depend on the sizes of the spheres, but also on the distance. The decay rates can be calculated using Equation [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}. All calculations were carried out by
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